Cognitive Barriers to Valuing Your Case for Settlement or Mediation

Improving Your Risk Assessment
by Laura A. Kaster

Over 95 percent of litigated cases are settled. Indeed, the American Bar
Association’s landmark study on the vanishing trial established that between
1962 and 2002, the percentage of federal trials dropped from 11.5 percent to a
scant 1.8 percent of cases filed.1 Some members of the bar have, therefore,
bemoaned the lost art of trying a case. But there is less discussion, less focus in
law school, and even less preparation in practice for settlement, the primary
method of actually resolving litigated disputes. Few corporations, insurers, law
firms, or individual practitioners invest the needed energy in preparing for
settlement or in evaluating and calibrating their own settlement performance and
the accuracy of their case valuation.
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ow can we actually improve the accurate assess-

ed settlement offers and law firms that have excellent data in

ment of the value of a case in order to assure that
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In 1981, Roger Fischer and William L. Ury, in Getting To
Yes,2 measured negotiation success against the best alternative

the day. As discussed below, we know from several important
recent studies that lawyers who fail to settle are not accurately valuing their cases.
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the eventual verdict.5 What they found
was startling.

It is critical to understand that these

impact on how lawyers value their case.
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Why Are We Making These Errors?

He identified the following symptoms of group think:

The underlying reason for poor risk
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